
Dear Parents, 

Its with a heavy heart we write this letter. However, there is a lot of fake propaganda being 

spread by malicious elements in the Saveetha School of Law and we think its best we present you 

with our facts so that you can make an informed decision. What started as 9 issues expanded to 19 

issues, then it became 24, 27 and so on. The organisers have no clue what they want. Nevertheless 

over the course of a month it has boiled down to 2 major (non) issues.

Issue 1: Affiliation

People are confusing between approval and affiliation. Approval is granted after an inspection to 

start the course, affiliation is granted when the first batch passes out. Saveetha School of Law re-

ceived approval to start BA.LLA, BBA.LLB and B.com.LLB in 2009. We started BA.LLB in 2009, 

BBA.LLB in 2012. BA.LLB was recognised when the first batch passed out in 2013. Similarly 

BBA.LLB got its recognition in 2017 when the first batch passed out. Affiliation has to be renewed 

every 2-3 years, there is nothing called permanent affiliation. There was a payment dispute related 

to the amount we paid and the acknowledgement given by the Bar council. This was sorted out and, 

they have transferred all our old payments towards BBA.LLB approval to BA.LLB recognition for 

future years. The institution made fresh payments for BBA.LLB all the way through 2021.

Some students think that the protest speeded up the affiliation process. Nothing can be farther from 

the truth! The bar-council cannot issue affiliation within days because it takes over 6 months to 

process all paperwork. Our files were submitted in April and processed in November. The final 

meeting was scheduled on on Sunday December 10th 2017. The college had informed all outgoing 

students that the recognition process will be cleared on the December 10th meeting. So the whole 

idea of going on a strike to speed up affiliation process defies all logic! Meanwhile, all state bar 

councils had accepted enrolment application from all our BBA.LLB students from November 10, 

2017. All this had been posted with proof in the website. So how can students say there is no affilia-

tion and if that is the case, how were our students able to enrol as early as November 10?

Regarding UGC approval, in 2010 the UGC created new regulation stating that Deemed universities 

should get approval prior to starting a new college. In 2017 they sent us a letter to clarify the ap-

proval status. Since law college was started in 2009 we explained that, the 2010 regulation does not 

apply to us. Hence we filed a writ petition and got a stay. This stay was based on a similar order 

given to Sam Higginbottom University in New Delhi. We complied with the order and have placed 

all information in the relevant media. Subsequent to our stay order,  the final judgement has come in 

favour of Sam Higginbottom University in the Supreme court. This will be applicable to Saveetha 

school of law. So there is nothing to worry about in this regard. 



Hence, recognition was not the reason for the protest on December 8th. This issue was listed as the 
7th in their initial list of demands. Since other issues did not carry merit, they hopped on to this 
band wagon and made it sound as their prime goal. This shows that the protestors are willing to 
twist well established facts to confuse everyone to execute their protest.

Issue 2. CBCS: 
The choice based credit system is a UGC directive, that allows students to pick their courses, teach-
ers and speed of learning. This is being followed from 2014-15. This year we offered more courses/ 
flexibility to help students finish faster. It is upto the candidate to take up all the courses or go slow. 
Overall a students from SSL should complete 53 papers. Hence in this system you can finish 16 ap-
pears a year, this translates to 56 papers in 3.5 years. You have 1.5 years to do long term internship 
and explore the possibilities. A bonus is that a failure in 1 course will not show in the mark sheet as 
each attempt is a fresh registration. Why would anyone want to have a mark sheet full of arrears? It 
makes no sense! Once common misconception is that course duration will get extended. That is im-
possible unless you fail in more than 24 papers.
In a semester system if you have 24 arrears, you would have lost 6 months for every 3 arrears. That 
works out to 8 extra semesters. This is equal to 5+4 = 9 years of study. Hence it is impossible for a 
CBCS to prolong your learning period beyond the conventional method. So they have made de-
mands without even knowing what they are asking for! 
Furthermore, if we are to shift from CBCS to semester, it will be a huge problem for everyone. 
Since each student has completed a different set of subjects, how is it possible to put them all in 1 
classroom without making them repeat many courses? All the 8 papers taken up by the students in 
the previous semester will  become invalid and students will  have to repeat  these courses.  This 
means all students will lose 6-8 months later. This was clearly explained to them during our discus-
sion on December 8th and December 12th. Why did the organisers hide this information from all 
the students? Because they know no one will agree! They are more interested in the symbolic suc-
cess of the protest rather than the future of the students. 
We issued a specific warning that if the college cannot function smoothly on December 11, the insti-
tution will have no choice but to go for indefinite closure. Things would not have escalated even if 
the students did a peaceful protest on 11th December 2017. Instead, they brought stereo system, 
locked gates, blocked other colleges from functioning, broke glass and gate, pushed the faculty, hit 
the students and so on. They did all this inspite of warning this shows that they wanted the college 
to close down! Now they are pretending to worry that college is not reopened. If they really cared 
about opening the college, why will they ask all students not to sign the declaration stating that they 
will not create unrest in the future?  Again this shows that they don’t care about students losing 
time, missing loan payments etc. It has become convenient for them to blame the management for 
everything they started.  So it is the responsibility of the listener to analyse the information present-
ed to them.   



Final Thoughts: 
Who is leading this protest?
A chronic additional who had already lost 2 years due to lack of attendance because he was busy 
touring in Burma and came back to claim attendance. Another is one who has lost over 3 years, dis-
continued rejoined and continues to be irregular. Already everyone has lost 1 month. How much 
longer are they going to make everyone sacrifice their future? Remember they have many pending 
disciplinary issues even before the protest. This is just a distraction for them!

What do the leaders want?
They want to brand the protest as a success. Do you think they are fighting for you? Then why is 
that some hardcore protesters send us new year wishes and try to play both sides? Only innocent 
students who blindly believe them will be affected the most.

What will be the outcome?
On December 8th when we sat down to talk with them, we discussed for 2 hours. They appeared 
convinced. But their main concern was face value. “We cannot face the crowd with nothing” said 
one representative. If they had amicably resolved the protest on Friday for the greater good, by now 
you son/daughter would have completed the exams and moved on to the next semester.  Till date we 
have never taken any proactive action, everything we did was in response to the extreme measure of 
the protestors.  If they did not harm the dental college patients, staff and students, the campus would 
not be divided. If their parents did not misbehave in the parents meet, things would not have esca-
lated this far! If they did not precipitate the issue by realising the video on December 22 to instigate 
everyone against submitting the declaration, many would have submitted and college would have 
opened by now! So, everything they do is making it worse for you. This group does not want ami-
cable resolution that is why they are escalating the problem promising illusions of victory that al-
ways appears to be right around the corner! They promised everyone that by December 11th a solu-
tion would come, we said if the issue escalates college will have to close. People listened to them, 
now a month later did they achieve their goal? Now they are promising a clean solution on January 
23. Will that be the end point? We  don’t think they have even thought about it! Did they even imag-
ine everyone would lose a month because of their irresponsible actions on Dec 11? Are they even 
capable of planning with foresight? Do you want your child to follow the advise of impulsive, un-
planned, unreasonable people?
Finally, everyone should have trust on the management, that everything is done for our students to 
become better professionals. That is why we have 54 faculty even though we need only 40 as per 
the bar council norms. 14 additional faculty means at an average salary of 40,000 the college is 
spending over 67 lakhs every year. Why would any one do that? Obviously for better quality and 
outcome. So, making comments like the management is only interested in monetary gain is wrong.
Based on the facts and the current trajectory, it is obvious that listening to these protestors will not 
result in an amicable solution. Furthermore, they will destroy your son/daughters’ career. Hence, as 
a parents, its is now upto you to make an informed decision and advise your children appropriately.  



Misinformation:
• They  claim  that  the  protest  help  receive  the  affiliation.  Impossible!  Paperwork  takes  6 

months. (Jerry Mol Thomas BBA.BL successfully submitted her bar council application on 
Nov 10th 2017 a whole month before the protest!). 

• They claim that CBCS will extend course duration. Absolutely False !
• You have to pay more exam fees for CBCS - False - its the same 53 papers in 5 years. It does 

not matter in how many parts you pay! 
• They claim that removing CBCS will remove research requirements. False ! Even trimester 

students do Research Assignments! UGC legal education council has mandated research 
for IA evaluation.

• They claim they are fighting for your welfare.  (Are you better off today than a month ago?)
• Their protest was peaceful. Atrocious lie (plenty of videos).

Could this have been avoided?
Absolutely!  The main excuse the protesters give is that, “we could not meet anyone.”  It is untrue 
because they met the Registrar in November. When they met the Registrar, they were assured that 
changes cannot be made mid semester, everything will be considered for the next semester. Our po-
sition has always been very clear, we said we will consider the requests and implement genuine 
concerns in the next session.  Whether you go on strike and demand or request peacefully our an-
swers has always been the same.
So the real question is was this strike necessary? It has only made it unpleasant for everyone.  They 
have done everything knowing full well that their actions are precipitating one issue over another! 
The group that created this protest had infused irrational hatred on the management for no proper 
reason. This is not the way students should behave. And we cannot open the college unless we are 
sure that there will be peace and obedience in the institution. Hence we request all parents, to send 
this duly signed declaration from indicating that it is safe to open the college and that your wards 
will cooperate to create a conducive atmosphere.  

Thanking you 

January 8th 2018.  

Prof.Dr. Asha Sundaram, BA,LLB(HONS),LLM,NET,Ph.D

Principal, Saveetha School of Law, Chennai.
For further details please visit ssl.saveetha.com for future announcements.

http://ssl.saveetha.com


From,


__________________________,


Parent of __________________,


To, 


Dr. Asha Sundaram, 


The Principal,


Saveetha School of Law. 


Respected Madam,  

	 Sub: Parent Declaration of compliance   

I, Parent/ Guardian of ____________________________ Reg No: ___________________ studying 

________ at Saveetha School of Law declare that my son/daughter did not want to volunteer for 

the student protest staged on December 8th, 9th 2017. Further more, he/she will not participate in 

future protest(s) that may be organised against the institution. We request you to take necessary 

actions to help my ward attend the class peacefully. 


Thanking you, 


Name of the Parent/ Guardian: _______________________


Signature of the Parent/ Guardian: _________________________ 



